Campaign Contest

It's the most wonderful time of year - not just for giving, but for nominating outstanding Combined Federal Campaign of the National Capital Area (CFCNCA) volunteers! We have eight categories in our Campaign Contest, and select winners from small, medium, and large campaigns.

"Special Events" is one of those categories! Spirit Week is a perfect time to host and attend fun, special events that could qualify for an award nomination! Take notes, photos, and let us know about all of the amazing CFC efforts.

The Campaign Contest submission period is open now until January 31, 2020.

Submit your entries

Chairperson Award recipients are chosen by the Local Federal Coordinating Committee (LFCC), and will be presented at the CFCNCA Finale!

Nominate a Hero

Tamera Jordan was one of five CFCNCA 2018 Heroes awarded for exemplary CFC service and commitment! Do you have a hero on your team who should be recognized?

Holiday Giving with Dr. Olsen

The holiday season is the perfect opportunity to reflect on all our blessings. It is also a time to help those less fortunate.

Our first-ever CFC Spirit Week celebrates both Giving Tuesday on December 3 and International Volunteer Day on December 5.

Let's demonstrate our incredible generosity by making Giving Tuesday the most successful pledge day of the entire CFC. And then on International Volunteer Day, federal employees, pledge your time and talent to support your favorite causes.

Thank you for your ongoing support as you Show Some Love through the 2019 campaign.

- Dr. Olsen
2019 CFC Honorary Chairperson
Peace Corps Director

Show Some Spirit this week! Download resources and learn more here.

Dec. 2, 2019 cfcnca.org

Upcoming Dates
Dec. 3 Giving Tuesday
Dec. 5 - International Volunteer Day
Dec. 9 CFC Cause of the Week: Human Rights

CM CONFERENCE
Learn how to implement key marketing tools and join fellow CMs in a discussion on your strategy! Talk to your LE to join.

DATES: Dec. 12*
LOCATION: 1717 H St NW, Suite 800, Washington, D.C. 20006
PHONE: 872240-3212
ACCESS CODE: 624-861-117

*Moved from Dec 5 to Dec 12.

Reinaldo Picón-Colón

We have a third, powerful voice sharing his story about family and giving through the CFC. Watch and share today!

CFC Video